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The revelatory unveiling of the Cross of Palpa – aside the 12 x 12 Largest of the 

six squares which surround the Throne Room (the 16 beams/spokes whose 

radiance extends from the 33rd “dot” at the very innermost of the Sun-Star) came 

as a complete surprise to this author as he began to calculate the precise location of 

these enigmatic circles (two very visible) and their proportional/geometric 

relationships with the larger Sun-Star and why their placement could have 

profound meaning to this most mysterious Geoglyph nestled along the costal Pan-

American Highway nigh 200 miles south of Lima, Peru.   

 

Initially, several expert observers viewed this adjoining “fixture” in attempting to 

ascertain what it might be and its proportional alignments, if any, with the larger 

Sun-Star – we actually “set it aside” until we completed our measurements and 

interpretation of the Sun-Star – what could its association be to the Sun-Star, if 

any, but surely there must be some for why would lines be going out from several 

locations (as it turns out – at least four locations) and apparently colliding with one 

another in the midst of the smaller of the two circles aside the Sun-Star. 

“I think it’s a kind of satellite with some astronomical association with the Sun-

Star – maybe its somehow a picture of the Earth with the Moon in orbit around the 

Sun-Star – its measurements and association with the lines coming out from the 

Sun-Star could determine its raison d'être,” so went the conversations. 

Krieger’s gone off the Deep End and Stepped into a Druidian Minefield! 

 

As the appearance of the cross – and, at that, of a Celtic Cross or Sun-Cross – came 

into view, all sorts of alarms went off.  Somebody like a Barbara Aho would have 

a field day with St. Patrick’s Day remembrance of the myth whereby it is said he 

converted large numbers of Druids on the Emerald Isle by placing the simplicity of 

the cross in the midst of rings (symbolizing the “Moon goddess”) as our Sun-Cross 

in Peru appears, thereby altering the thinking of the Druid priests to cease their 

worship of the sun and commit themselves and their posterity to the Son of Man 

who had come to their shores to confirm that they were on the right path but were 

now given clarity by St. Pat (Likewise, St. Pat demonstrated he was willing to 

“make compromises” with the local heathen in order to “win them to Christ!”). 

 

Oddly enough, it was March 17, Saturday (St. Patrick’s Day), that I discovered the 

“Sun-Cross” or Celtic Cross or simply, better yet, for it stands on its own, the “The 

Palpa Mountain Cross of the Sun Star – Peru” – my official designation – and, as 

they say:  “Timing is everything!” 

 

http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:R_2EoXUrjQAJ:watch.pair.com/brit-israel.html+Barbara+Aho+Celtic+Cross&cd=2&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us&client=firefox-a
http://www.celtarts.com/celtic.htm


Why is this title so given?  For one, the overwhelming confirmation in the 

measurements of this most ancient of crosses is altogether in another category than 

those crosses of European vintage which abound among the Celts in both Ireland 

and the United Kingdom (note the distinction).  The Celtic Cross and the Sun-

Cross have taken on “Christian meaning” as Ireland and the Celts converted to 

Christianity.  Of course, today’s ardent “protectors of the faith once delivered” find 

such “crosses” nothing more than pagan expressions of untoward worship of 

demons of one sort or another – dare they examine but for a moment that there 

could be something going on here which, akin to Roman’s Chapter 4, where even 

Abraham, while uncircumcised, participated in “this blessedness” having received 

“the promise . . . through the righteousness of faith” for “contrary to hope, in hope 

believed, so that he became the father of many nations, according to what was 

spoken ‘So shall your descendants be.’” 

 

“And the Scripture, foreseeing that God would justify the Gentiles by faith, 

preached the gospel to Abraham beforehand saying, ‘In you all the nations shall be 

blessed.’  So then those who are of faith are blessed with believing Abraham” 

(Galatians 3:8-9). 

 

Go figure:  The GOSPEL WAS PREACHED TO ABRAHAM – what gospel?  

The good news that “justification by faith” is accounted as righteousness – even of 

them “who are of faith” – in that they “are of faith are blessed with believing 

Abraham” – they’re linked to “believing Abraham” if they have had the gospel 

preached to them beforehand! 

 

Furthermore, please examine this most remarkable verse regarding father Abraham 

In sum:  “Contrary” to what confinement, to which some adhere, God is not 

limited in His efforts at divine intervention (anywhere) to restrain His endeavors 

with humanity in conveying His promise to afar.  Abraham became the supreme 

symbol and designee “not only to those who are of the law, but also to those who 

are of the faith of Abraham” – yes, to those “who also walk in the steps of the faith 

which our father Abraham had while still uncircumcised.” (all excerpts from 

Romans 4). 

 

Yes, “they are without excuse” (Romans 1) but some who have no excuse may be 

of them who in time past and even now, as Abraham, did not “suppress the truth n 

unrighteousness . . . because what may be known of God is evident among them, 

for God has shown it to them…For since the creation of the world His invisible 

attributes are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made, even His 

eternal power and Godhead, so that they are without excuse” (Romans 1:18-20). 

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Romans%204&version=NKJV
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Romans%201&version=NKJV
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Romans%201:18-20&version=NKJV


 

Alas!  The Geoglyph of the Palpa Mountains and their Nazca Lines counterparts 

MAY have fulfilled Paul’s reasoning herein recorded: 

 

“Because, although they knew God, they did not glorify Him as God, nor were 

thankful, but became futile in their thoughts, and their foolish hearts were 

darkened.  Professing to be wise, they became fools, and changed the glory of the 

incorruptible God into an image made like corruptible man—and birds and four-

footed animals and creeping things.  Therefore God also gave them up to 

uncleanness, in the lusts of their hearts, to dishonor their bodies among themselves, 

who exchanged the truth of God for the lie, and worshiped and served the creature 

rather than the Creator, who is blessed forever. Amen” (Romans 1:21-25). 

 

Is this to say that the origins of the Palpa Mountains’ Sun-Star and Sun-Cross 

followed, yes, “who also walk in the steps of the faith which our father Abraham 

had while still uncircumcised”?  Then, tragically, “they” were given over to “every 

creeping thing” and commenced to live “the lie” whereby they “worshiped and 

serve(d) the creature more than the Creator”?  If these measurements and the 

miraculous preservation of the Sun-Star and her Cross are indicative of 

“uncircumcised faith” and thence imputation of righteousness as in “the Sun of 

Righteousness” – well then, it wouldn’t be out of the question that a race of man, 

having begun in the Spirit sought to be made perfect by the flesh!  Most certainly, 

“changing the truth of God into a lie” has been going on since Adam. 

 

Could it be that the Egyptian Sun-god Ra (or Amun-Ra or Ra and Horus 

combining to become Ra-Harakhte) and the Inca Sun-god Inti (created by 

Viracocha) were part of the “conversion process” whereby the “Truth of God” was 

turned into “the lie” by worldlings intent “in the lust of their hearts” to “worship 

and serve the creature more 

than the Creator?”  It’s really 

not that difficult to imagine 

such a phenomenon – given 

man’s proclivity toward 

idolatry in all its modern garb 

– try old mammon for 

starters, and from there 

branch out into ever deviant 

forms of entertainment 

known to man, let alone 

unbridled war, power and the 

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Romans%201:21-25&version=NKJV
http://www.egyptartsite.com/ra.html
http://www.machupicchu-inca.com/inca-religion.html


glorious altars of intellectual genius touted about by militant atheism to raw 

ignorance…all demanding the affection we mortals are wont to give!    
 

 Notwithstanding, these obvious counterfeits aside (said with obvious deprecation), 

does this particular Geoglyph stand out from the 300-sq. miles among hundreds of 

these scratches upon Peru’s arid landscape?  It sure does.  

 

Then what of the hundreds of creatures and “things” beholden to overt animism 

wherein the “gods” or these “alien” Neolithic figures from outer space – or worse, 

Tom Horn and David Flynn’s Nephilim – allegedly attempted (and apparently still 

do through their elaborate crop circles – many of which are humanly impossible to 

design in such short shrift) to communicate their multiplicious message to us and 

our posterity?  (Thank you Erich von Däniken!)   

  

The Search Continues…. 

 

Wholly cognizant of the Druidian minefields out there,” I began to literally 

“connect the dots” – make out the lines – realizing that their geometry and 

proportional balance exceeded my tampering and computer precision…I 

repeatedly kept asking myself:  “Why are these lines going out from the Sun-Star 

and crisscrossing the center of whatever this is and coming out the other side of 

that peripheral enigma perfectly crossing over from the midst of the very visible 

and smaller circle of the two on its opposite side in antithetical positions from 

whence they originated?   

 

These “extraneous lines” that crisscross in the midst of what later became the 

central focal point of both the vertical and horizontal lines coming perpendicularly 

off the largest Rhombus (the vertical line) and the Largest Square (the horizontal 

line – of the Cross – coming off at a 45° angle) crisscross (i.e., these two 

extraneous lines) at the center of the Cross and extend out the same distance to the 

other side of the Cross and appear as “wings” wherein all four lines unite in the 

center of the Cross.   

 

There appears, upon closer scrutiny, that the circles (i.e., the “Circles of the 

Cross”) are replicas of those circles nearest to the center of the Sun-Star itself (but 

not all that visible) – being mirror images of, if you would, the circle within the 

Throne Room (i.e., the innermost circle replete with the sixteen sunbursts or 

beams)…and for that matter, who was reaching out to whom or was it a mutual 

linkage? 

 

http://occultagendaexposure.wordpress.com/tag/tom-horn/
http://www.world-mysteries.com/sci_14.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erich_von_D%C3%A4niken


The shape of the cross did not come into view – due to these large crisscrossed 

lines that extended from the corner of the 8 x 8 Larger Square (two Larger Squares 

extend this 8 x 8 Larger Square perimeter as well – the 10 x 10 and the 12 x 12 

Larger Squares) through these two additional Larger Squares and then immediately 

aside the 12 x 12 Larger Square these extensions which originate at the corners of 

one of the crisscrossed smaller squares (the central one of three found in each 

corner of the 8 x 8 Larger Square) cross into the perimeter circle of these two 

smaller circles (i.e., the 12 x 12 Larger Square abuts the perimeter of the larger of 

the two circles of the Cross). 

 

They then commend their journey across two more 26.4’ size squares as one can 

clearly see …crossing the interior circle which mirrors that of the Throne Room 

circle and then zeroing in at what becomes the heart of the Cross where vertical 

and horizontal lines all converge…and from there the two crisscross lines go 

through the heart of the Cross and continue out through the two circles opposite, of 

course, to the other parts of their circumferences and proceed to position  

 

 
 

themselves two full 26.4’ square lengths outside the larger of these two smaller 

circles to opposite corners from where they originated – i.e., the one line remaining 



steadfast throughout extending itself from the very corner of the central 8 x 8 

crisscrossed corner square and keeping its position straight on through the Cross. 

 

The other line extending from the same 8 x 8 crisscrossed corner square’s opposite 

side does the crisscrossing and arrives at a full 52.8’ on the other side of the 

straight line (the other side of the Cross) – having met its counterpart at the center 

point of the Cross and keeping its trajectory constant shows up 52.8’ to the right of 

its origins – the straight line of the two having journeyed eight precise 26.4’ 

squares and the other creating a diagonal which becomes the hypotenuse of two 

large triangles in that it crosses over some 52.8’ as described. 

 

This phenomenon can be observed by the graphic hereunder: 

 

 
 

As it turns out these two “crisscrossed lines” originating from the central 

crisscrossed square occupying the corner of the 8 x 8 Larger Square of the Sun-

Star, transverse four 26.4’ small squares, two of which make the 144 square 12 x 



12 “Sun-Star Platform” upon which there could be 6 Larger Squares, 6 Concentric 

Circles all within those six Larger Squares and 6 perfectly square Rhombi – all 

within the Larger Squares for a total of “18” (6-Larger Squares + 6-Concentric 

Circles + 6-Rhombi = 18) which, of course, is the New Jerusalem Standard of 

Measurement – and all within the 12 x 12 Larger and Sixth Square of the Sun-Star.   

 

The Formation of the Sun-Cross 

 

I immediately recognized that the terminus of the two lines originating from the 8 

x 8 crisscrossed corner (or the Fourth Largest Square of the Sun-Star) extended 

across the 10 x 10 Larger Square to beyond the perimeter of the Largest square (12 

x 12 or 144 sq. platform square) to a point which brought the total number of 

squares so transversed to “18.”  That is, the two lines crossed over two squares to 

get to the Sun-Star’s perimeter and Largest Square (12 x 12) and then advanced 

two more 26.4’ x 26.4’ squares into the heart of the smaller circle (12 + 2 = 14 

squares) for a total of four squares from its origins to reach the nexus of the smaller 

circle; and then on for an additional four squares (12 + 2 + 4 = 18) creating a new 

perimeter wherein beyond the actual Largest Square six more 26.4’ squares 

extended these two lines wherein the lines of the Sun-Star and those of the Sun-

Cross combined for a total of 18 square blocks of 26.4’ each, giving us a validation 

matching the perimeter of the cubed New Jerusalem 18,000 mile 12-edges (it’s 

initial measurement given as 12,000 furlongs x 660’ (660’ = 1 furlong) = 

7,920,000’ * 5280’ in one mile = 1,500 miles * 12 edges = 18,000 miles) 

 

Moreover, not only do these two lines transverse four 26.4’ squares before they 

intersect at the “crux of the Cross” but as they advance through the Cross they 

extend an additional four 26.4’ x 26.4’ squares for a total distance of 8 each 26.4’ x 

26.4’ squares creating triangles on their journey, as well as four-sided polygons 

(quadrilaterals) with the largest of these triangles (2 each) having been created by 

the line doing the “crisscrossing at the Cross with the straight line” and moving 

itself over to the other side of the Cross a total distance of 52.8’ before both lines 

terminate their movements – being perfectly in sync with each other’s trajectories 

(i.e., two very large triangles on either side of the center of the Cross having one 

side as 105.6’ (4 squares), its base at 26.4’ (one square) and its hypotenuse being 

that of 108.85’.   

 

I will go more into the profound meaning of these two lines (the “wings” of the 

Cross or the Sun of Righteousness) and their object so created by their movement 

through the Cross’ center – what originally appeared to be somewhat aberrant lines 

- appearing out of sync with the heretofore geometric lines creating squares, 



circles, rhombi, crisscrosses, diagonals, etc. – having taken on profound meaning 

as a result of the crisscrossing at the center of the Cross.  And, yes, duly observed 

was the fact that the line doing the crisscrossing traveled further than the straight 

line as it became the hypotenuse of two right triangles it was creating. 

 

Forgive me for giving you my “journey” to the Cross – but it’s rather fascinating in 

some respects because I simply was not looking for it (so prejudiced was I that this 

was some kind of alien spacecraft landing pad!).  I then went after the 

measurement of the circles and could clearly see that their dimensions mirror the 

two circle measurements of the Sun-Star’s innermost square and the circle 

committed within it and the second circle which enclosed the eight crisscrossed 

squares and their blank/non-crisscrossed corner squares (4 each) for a total of 12 

squares (8 crisscrossed + 4 blank/non-crisscrossed 26.4’ x 26.4’ smaller squares) 

constituting the second circle from the innermost circle – can you follow me? 

 

Therefore, the diameters of these two smaller circles on the exterior of the 12 x 12 

square (the larger of the two circles of the Cross being hard pressed against the 12 

x 12 square of the Sun-Star, I might add) would replicate the diameters of their 

counterparts at the interior of the Sun-Star, which are:  Two Squares for the 

innermost circle at 26.4’ x 2 = 52.8’ or 633.6” (the innermost circle being wholly 

within the four – two wide – innermost square) and the second circle found within 

the second large crisscrossed circle of the Sun-Star whose diameter was four 

squares or 26.4’ x 4 = 105.6’ or 1,267.2” – naturally, I would later replicate their 

(the Sun-Cross’ circles) measurements to match those of the Sun-Star’s two 

innermost circles and squares, etc. 

 

I still hadn’t seen the Cross nor the relevance of the measurements of the two 

circles which play a huge role in the Cross’ declarations. 

 

So, since “8” and the octagon – created by the Six Larger Squares found on the 144 

small square platform (12 x 12 = 144 smaller squares, etc.) – is, as Dr. Michell is 

absolutely correct in observing, wholly given over to equilibrium and balance, 

fairness, and equity (let alone its commensurate and superior designation as the 

“Eighth Day” – “First day of the Week” – New Beginning – Resurrection and the 

Life) . . . therefore, I could easily see in this effort of balance that a line from the 

Largest Rhombus extended out perpendicular to its edge into where the two 

peculiar lines I’ve been discussing meet and then extended itself beyond a similar 

distance from whence it transversed from the Rhombus, that being three diagonal 

lengths of the 26.4’ squares or 37.224’ * 3 = 111.672’ (which is “18’) and 

advanced beyond the “heart of the Cross” in a straight line a similar distance or 



111.672’ for a total of 335.016’ or, again “18” as in 3 + 3 + 5 + 1 + 6 = 18 (New 

Jerusalem Standard of Measurement). 

 

Now, this distance was quite pleasing to me in my prejudice!  Why?  For even in 

inches the tally came to “18” as in 111.672’ * 12” = 4,020.192” = “18.” 

 

I was still, however, clueless – I couldn’t see the forest for the trees!  Then I 

noticed – and this is most obvious – that another line (bringing in additional 

“balance”)  clearly intersected the line extending out from the Sixth and Largest 

Rhombus of the Sun-Star and arriving perpendicular to the line originating from 

the Sixth Rhombus – all meeting at the “heart of the Cross.”  From where did this 

line originate and how long was it?   Everything so far was in perfect balance – so, 

wouldn’t this line be as long as the “Rhombus line” or another “18” of sorts 

equivalent to 111.672’ or so it would have seemed . . . ? 

 

Instead – but in perfect balance – its origin was at the corner tip of the Largest 

Square or the 12 x 12 Square.  Stands to reason, right?  Why?  Because one line 

extended from the Largest Rhombus at a perpendicular angle, but this line 

originating from the 12 x 12 Larger Square (sort of “representing” the Larger 

Squares) shoots off at a perfect 45° angle as if it were a Rhombus (still a square 

one, though). 

 

Now – this 45° line shooting out from the 12 x 12 Largest Square corner crosses 

diagonally over two perfect 26.4’ x 26.4’ squares at 37.224’ each (becoming a 

diagonal line through the square connecting vertices or corners of the squares).  

Michell somehow knew that the original Sun-Star 12 x 12 platform extended itself 

outward beyond the perimeter of the 12 x 12 immediate Sun-Star’s environs and 

“embraced” the peculiarities of the Cross, as well as extended itself beyond the 

cross and, consequently, beyond its opposite sides all around. 

 

The 45° line arrives perpendicular to the Largest Rhombus line – both lines 

heading for the center of the Cross.  These two lines perpendicularly meet at the 

nexus of the smaller of the two circles, but one, (the Rhombus line – what later 

became the vertical line of the Cross) continues on from the center of the Cross for 

another three full-length 37.224’ or another 111.672’ or 1,340.064” for a total 

vertical length of the Cross to be in feet:  111.672’ * 2 = 223.344’ (18) or in inches 

to 2,680.128” (27) (or 18 + 27 = 45 = the Arising of the Sun of Righteousness and 

4 + 5 = 9 Sun of Righteousness). 

 



All of these calculations will be discussed in depth, as well as the circles of the 

Cross.  Now, it was not until I observed the terminus of both the “crisscrossed 

lines” from the 8 x 8 Square with its own 12 crisscrossed squares (3 at each corner) 

and the fact that they intersect at the center of the smaller of the two circles. 

 

When I saw the vertical line from the Largest Rhombus and its extension through 

the center of the smaller circle I still didn’t see it. 

 

It was not until I saw the extension of the line from the corner of the largest 12 x 

12 square drawn at a 45° angle through the center of the cross – all four lines 

having their half length collide at the center of the cross and then extend the same 

distance from their originations beyond the Cross’s center or the center of the 

smaller circle which is the same size as the circle within the smaller square (2 x 2 

square or 4 small squares at the heart of the Sun-Star) creating the horizontal line 

of the Cross, that I finally saw the Cross. 

 

Isn’t that the way it is?  You don’t see the Cross because you’re so self-absorbed in 

so many details/things that its vision remains but an unsolved mystery? 

 

This “Cross of the Sun-Star”– some would say – is nothing more than a pagan 

expression of a “Sun-Cross” which has been around forever and a day – however, 

not with these measurements, nor associated in tandem with the massive Sun-Star 

to which it appears affixed by these four lines which connect it to the Sun-Star (a 

most peculiar arrangement). 

 

Nor, in its formation and attachment, as we shall see later on in this article, the two 

circles with the two squares of the Sun-Cross and its counterpart with the Sun-Star 

are utterly in sync in their “housing” and their measurements from one another’s 

exterior squares is equal to their second square lengths – i.e., the base of the Sun-

Cross is 4 blocks at 26.4’ = 105.6’. 

 

The distance from the second square of the Sun-Cross is an additional 4 blocks at 

26.4’ or 105.6’ until the “base line” touches the “ceiling” of the two innermost 

squares (the second square) from its interior; and that square is, likewise, identical 

in length to its “sister-square” in the Sun-Cross at 105.6’ – therefore, three lengths 

of 105.6’ * 3 = 316.8’ and that distance of three sets of 105.6’ (or 316.8’) is a 

fractal of the four-square perimeter of the New Jerusalem’s 31,680,000 feet! 

 

Forgive me – but allow me to repeat this supreme calculation and its replication of 

the “four-square” perimeter of the New Jerusalem. 



 

The New Jerusalem is on one edge described as 12,000 furlongs or 12,000 * 660’ 

(660’ = 1 furlong) = 7,920,000 Linear Feet (or, dropping zero = 792).  This 792 is 

then multiplied by 4 edges as in “four-square” arriving at 4 * 792 = 3168.   

 

It is this “3168” which is the measurement as a fractal of the distance between the 

outermost edge of the Second Circles of both the Sun-Cross and the Sun-Star – i.e., 

26.4’ x 12 (i.e., 12 each 26.4’ x 26.4’ squares) = 316.8’ or 3168 which as a fractal 

is equal to the 3168 of the New Jerusalem – thus, the heart of the Sun-Cross and 

the heart of the Sun-Star are inextricably linked in measurement with the four-

square of the New Jerusalem. 

 

The diagram below illustrates the above phenomenon of the “3168” or 316.8’ of 

the 12 small square distance from the periphery of the Sun-Cross to its counterpart 

in the center of the Sun-Star: 

 

 

 
 

Now, let’s move on to more exotic features of the Sun-Cross and its association 

with the Sun-Star. 



 
 

 

 



Other names of the Celtic Cross 

“An ornamented standing stone cross, often with a 

circle
1
, is called a High Cross. There are various other 

names, including Iona Cross, Scottish Cross, Irish 

Cross, Welsh Cross, Anglican Cross, St. John's Cross, 

Halo Cross, Sun Cross... and a few more names 

mentioned below. The cross arms may extend beyond 

the circle or terminate at the circle, in which case it can 

be referred to as a Disc Cross. 

“Such knotwork can also be found carved on the Pict 

Cross, Carolingian Cross, the Sun Cross and the Crown 

of Thorns Cross 

“Anglicans and Episcopalians usually call this the Anglican Cross, Episcopal 

Cross or Celtic Cross, whereas Catholics often refer to it as the Irish Cross. But 

just as the Protestant Christ is the same as the Catholic Christ is the same as the 

Lutheran Christ, all these crosses are one and the same.” (The Celtic Cross, 

Seiyaku.com) 

The Ninth Circle – Embracing Cross and Star 

As I continued to gaze upon the objects of the newly discovered “Sun-Star and 

Sun-Cross” I realized that the center of the Sun-Cross was two full square lengths 

aside the largest of the Sun-Star’s Largest/Perimeter Square (the Sixth Larger 

Square from the Sun-Star’s Center).   

In other words, two additional Larger Squares might be drawn, with the perimeter 

being what would be the largest of 8 squares – i.e., instead of Six Larger Squares, 

we would have Eight Larger Squares and thereby “embrace” the Sun-Cross. 

However, what appeared all the more geometrically pleasing would be to make a 

circle using the head of the Cross and the straight line extending out from the 8 x 8 

crisscross squares of the Sun-Star, thereby creating an arc extending it around the 

entire Sun-Star and Sun-Cross as seen in the graphic below whereby the 

circumference of this circle – which would be the Ninth Circle as in the “Ninth 

Ray” – would constitute itself as the Ninth Circle if one counted the original six 

circles of the Sun-Star within its six squares and then the two additional circles of 

the Sun-Cross for a total of eight Circles whereby the final circle would encompass 

the entire Sun-Star and the Sun-Cross with extended lines, becoming the Ninth 

http://www.seiyaku.com/images/cross/celtic03-large.png
http://www.seiyaku.com/customs/crosses/churchyard.html
http://www.seiyaku.com/customs/crosses/celtic.html#sup01
http://www.seiyaku.com/customs/crosses/andrew.html
http://www.seiyaku.com/customs/crosses/cofi.html
http://www.seiyaku.com/customs/crosses/cofi.html
http://www.seiyaku.com/customs/crosses/david.html
http://www.seiyaku.com/customs/crosses/shrouded.html
http://www.seiyaku.com/customs/crosses/maltese.html
http://www.seiyaku.com/customs/crosses/halo.html
http://www.seiyaku.com/customs/crosses/sun.html
http://www.seiyaku.com/customs/crosses/papa.html
http://www.seiyaku.com/customs/crosses/papa.html
http://www.seiyaku.com/customs/crosses/carolingian.html
http://www.seiyaku.com/customs/crosses/sun.html
http://www.seiyaku.com/customs/crosses/crown.html
http://www.seiyaku.com/customs/crosses/crown.html
http://www.seiyaku.com/customs/crosses/celtic.html


Circle (Note:  The diagram below shows only 2 of the 6 Circles within the Sun-

Star – but there are actually 6 – all within Larger Concentric Squares + 2 at the 

Sun-Cross + 1 as the Ninth Circle = 9 Circles): 

 

Automatically, what appears is a most fascinating prospect.  The “All-Inclusive 

Ninth Circle” diameter would constitute precisely 21 (not 22 or 20) 26.4’ x 26.4’ 

squares or a diameter of 554.4’ or one in inches of 6,652.8”.  One could count from 

north to south or east to west exactly 10 squares (from both sides) and come to the 

11 or “midst of 21 squares” with the 11
th
 square the “diameter square” – the red 

lines are simply drawn at that point where the 11
th
 small box starts, cross together 



(red lines) on the edges of the innermost circle of the Sun-Star – the “red area” 

extends one full 26.4’ x 26.4’ small square. 

 

66 and 528 and 756 of the Great Pyramid of Giza 

 

The number sets “66” and “528” (found in the 21 small square diameter in inches 

of 6,652.8”) are quite remarkable in that their identity is closely aligned to that of 

the New Jerusalem.  How?  Well, the 12,000 furlong side of the New Jerusalem 

(Revelation 21:16) takes into account the fact that one furlong is 660’ or “66” and 

eventually, in order to ascertain the number of feet one would (if a cubed Holy 

City is in view – which I affirm it is) then we would take 660’ * 12,000 furlongs 

and arrive at 7,920,000 feet (one edge) * 12 (edges of a cube) and come to 

95,040,000 Linear Ft. of the Holy City but in converting it to miles we would take 

the “528” and divide 95,040,000’/5280’ (number of feet in an Imperial Mile) and 

arrive at 18,000 miles – with the “18” being the New Jerusalem Standard of 

Measurement. (Note:  The 95,040,000’ is a fractal of the distance between the 

Earth and the Sun at apogee – its furthermost distance, 95,040,000 miles.)  

 

This was somewhat amazing – but more so was the fact that when I determined 

what the square footage of what would be a “Ninth Larger Square” would be.  That 

is, if additional squares were designed to enclose the Ninth Circle, the only way 

that could occur would be to draw three more imaginary “larger squares” with the 

“seventh” and the “eighth” such “larger squares” extending out from the 12 x 12 

Sixth Larger Square and both within the newly formed Ninth Circle (although 

touching its circumference) with the Ninth Larger Square (the black line in the 

drawing) becoming the All-Inclusive Ninth Square – thus, Nine circles, Nine 

Larger squares and even Nine Larger Rhombi (because 3 26.4’ square lengths 

remain; however, instead of additional larger circles with these Larger squares and 

Larger Rhombi, they would be replaced by the two smaller circles of the Sun-

Cross. 

 

Thus, Larger squares 14 x 14 (the Seventh from the Sun-Star) and 16 x 16 (the 

Eighth from the Sun-Star) would eventually reach to the heart of the Sun-Cross but 

the Ninth Larger Square – which would encompass the Ninth Circle – would skip 

four 26.4’ x 26.4’ smaller squares before it would become the Ninth Square to 

“house” the Ninth Circle.  This Ninth Square would measure 21 x 21 – 

interestingly enough – not an even number but when multiplied together becomes 

21 * 21 = 441 which number reversed has the “appearance” of 144, but most 

certainly adds to “9” as in 4 + 4 + 1 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness.   

 

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation%2021:16&version=NKJV


144 – Wall of the New Jerusalem seen in the 20 Crisscrossed Squares 

 

Interestingly enough, the 20 crisscrossed squares which surround the Innermost 

Square/Circle of the Sun-Star found in two Larger Squares (the immediate Square 

having 32 triangles (8 crisscrossed squares) and the Fourth Larger Square having 

48 triangles (12 crisscrossed squares) as a result of the crisscrossing create some 80 

triangles * 180° per each triangle = 14,400 degrees or the reappearance of the Wall 

of the New Jerusalem’s 144 Cubits or the 12 x 12 pad of the immediate Sun-Star.  

So, we have 144 as seen in the special 20 crisscrossed squares/80 triangles and 

then 441 in the multiplication of the 21 x 21 squares in the all-encompassing 

platform (i.e., 21 x 21 = 441) with both totaling “9” (i.e., 1 + 4 + 4 = 9 and 4 + 4 + 

1 = 9)– other details to follow…. 

  

So, what then would be the measurement of the 21 x 21 square area (a single sq. 

being 26.4’ x 26.4’) constituting the Ninth Square embracing the Ninth Circle as 

seen in the drawing? 

 

 



THE NINTH SQUARE (21 x 21) REFLECTS GIZA 

 

Diameter of the Ninth Square/Ninth Circle 

21 * 26.4’ = 554.4’ = 5 +5 + 4 + 4 = “18” = New Jerusalem Standard 

554.4’ * 554.4’ (to secure total sq. feet in the Ninth Square) = 307,359.36 sq. feet 

307,359.36 sf. = 36 = the Eternal God or 3 + 6 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

 

Although impressive, this still does not give us the information hidden within the 

21 x 21 Ninth Square – so, taking the 307,359.36 sq. feet on a flat surface – how 

many acres is it?   

 

ACRES OF THE 21 x 21 NINTH SQUARE 

307,359.36 sq. ft./43,650 sq. ft. (one acre) = 7.056 Acres 

7 + 5 + 6 = “18” = New Jerusalem Standard or 1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness  

7.056 or 756 is a fractal of the base edge of the Great Pyramid of Giza – 756’ 

Square Inches = 307,359.36 sq. ft. * 144 = 44,259,747.84 sq. inches = 

4 + 4 + 2 + 5 + 9 + 7 + 4 + 7 + 8 + 4 = 54 

54 = 5040 = Perfect Harmony in Society 

5 + 4 = “9” = Sun of Righteousness 

Largest Square (21x21 squares) Cubed as New Jerusalem = 

In Feet = 307,359.36 sq. ft. * 6 (faces of a cube) = 1,844,156.16 sq. ft. =  

36 = Eternal God 

3 + 6 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

In Acres:  1,844,156.16 sq. ft./43,560 sq. ft. (1 acre) = 42.336 Acres 

42 = 6 + 33 = 6 + 6 – therefore:  6 + 6 + 6 = 666 = “18” 

NOTE:  Converting the “666’ (“Number of a Man” – Beastly) into “18” the New 

Jerusalem – Holy City – Bride of Messiah 

In Inches:  1,844,156.16 sq. ft. * 144 = 265,558,487.04 sq. inches on 6 Faces or a 

Cubed 21 x 21, 26.4’ x 26.4’ Squares = 54 = 5040 = 5 + 4 = 9 

5040 = Perfect Societal Harmony and 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

Cubic Measurements of the 21 x 21 Small Square Largest or 9
th
 Larger Square 

In Cubic Feet: 

554.4 Linear Feet * 554.4’ * 554.4’ = 170,400,029.184 Cubic Feet = 36 

36 = the Eternal God or 3 + 6 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

In Cubic Inches: 

170,400,029.184 Cu. Ft. * 1728 (Cu. In. in 1 cu. ft.) = 294,451,250,429.952 Cu. In. 

= 63 = 6 + 3 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

36 (Feet) + 63 (Inches) = 99 = Magnification of the Sun of Righteousness or 18 

(9 + 9 = 18 = 1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness and 99 = Magnification 

 



441 Small 26.4’ x 26.4’ Blocks 

21 x 21 = 441 Small Blocks within the 21x21 Ninth Square 

441 * 105.6’ (perimeter of 1 small block) = 46,569.6 Linear Feet = 36 

Entire Platform of 21x21 Small Blocks = the Eternal God or “36” or 360° Circle 

Also:  Ninth Square Perimeter is…21 * 4 = 84 * 26.4’ = 2,217.6’ (“18”) 

2,217.6’ * 3 (cubing the 21 x 21 Ninth Square or 12 edges) = 6,652.8’ 

Again:  “66” and “528” – as in “660 Furlongs” and “5280’ in a Mile 

66528 = “27” = Messiah Revealed and 2 + 7 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

One Side of the Ninth Square is the Diameter of the Ninth Circle 

Or in Inches:  6652.8’ * 12 = 79,833.6” = 36 = the Eternal God  

3 + 6 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

 (Note:  This adds a “whole new dimension” to “squaring the circle!”) 

Of the 441 Blocks (see next graphic below) 105 are “Not Colored” – i.e., Not 

engaged in the perimeters of the Nine Squares but these 105 are “within” the Ninth 

Square as are all the other Eight Larger Squares 

105 (“non-committed blocks) @ 105.6’ (small sq. perimeter) = 11,088’ = “18” 

or…1…18…8 or Two Sets of “18” – 18 within 18 

11,088’ * 12” = 133,056” = “18” New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement 

441 Blocks less 105 blocks = 336 Blocks 

105 = “15” = Edge of the New Jerusalem 

336 = “33” and “6” = Messiah as a Man or “Son of Man” 

The 15 + 33 + 6 = “54” = 5040 – For all that is within the 21 x 21 is in Perfect 

Societal Harmony through the Sun of Righteousness for… 

 5 + 4 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

105.6’ * 336 (Blocks Colored/Part of 9 Separate Larger Squares) = 35,481.6’ = 27 

Therefore:  the 11,088’ (105 block perimeters) = 18 + 

The 35,481.6’ (336 block perimeters) = 27 = 

18 + 27 = 45 = Sun of Righteousness Arising – Second Coming of Messiah 

“45” = “45” Days of Blessedness seen in Daniel 12:11-12 

4 + 5 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

 

Summary Linear Measurements of the Ninth Square (26.4’ x 26.4’) 

In Feet: 

One Edge = 21 small squares of 26.4’ * 21 = 554.4’ = “18” New Jerusalem Std. 

(Note:  This 554.4’ constitutes one edge of the Ninth Square 

554.4’ * 4 (base/4 edged perimeter) = 2,217.6 Linear Feet = “18” = New Jerusalem 

Cubed Linear Measurement of 12 Edges to match New Jerusalem = 

2,217.6 Linear Feet * 3 (12 Edges) = 6,652.8 Linear Feet = 27 = Messiah Revealed 

Also (as previously stated) – the “66” and the “528” 

Also:  66 + 528 = 594 = “18” = New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement 

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Daniel%2012:11-12&version=NKJV


In Inches: 

One Edge = 554.4’ * 12” = 6,652.8 Linear Inches = 27 = Messiah Revealed 

Previously Stated:  “66” – “528” and “594” or “18” (66 + 528 = 594 = 18) 

Four-base Edges = 6,652.8 Linear Inches * 4 = 26,611.2 Linear Inches = “18” = 

New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement as in 2 + 6 + 6 + 1 + 1 + 2 = 18 

 

Twelve Edged Cube in Inches = 26,611.2 Linear Inches * 3 = 79,833.6 Linear 

Inches = 36 = the Eternal God or 3 + 6 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

 

Plato’s 5040 – Optimal Number of Societal Harmony 

 

A brief statement regarding Plato’s Optimal Number of Societal Harmony wherein 

his City of Magnesia – which some as John Mitchell liken to that of the New 

Jerusalem juxtaposed to Babylon the Great (whose counterpart is the destroyed 

Atlantis) – occupies an area of 108,864 with its citizens (5040) allocated 21.6 

“Jerusalem Units” each (i.e., 5040 * 21.6 = 108,864).  I’m not here to contend how 

Plato maintains his “equilibrium” – just that there is this quest for optimal societal 

harmony. 

 

The “improvement” of society – with true fairness, equity, harmony among 

peoples, along with peace and justice without prejudice, covetousness, crime and 

discrimination of any sort – where mutuality of care persists among peoples and all 

needs are met with adequacy and there is no disparity of wealth and no deprecation 

of Earth’s resources…is, in a word “utopian.”  That is precisely why we have 

repeatedly sought to convey that the 5040 is 5 + 4 = 9 = Optimal Harmony in 

Society via the Sun of Righteousness – and none other! 

 

Messiah uttered the words:  “Render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s and 

unto God the things that are God’s.”  In a most existential sense the committed 

believer may advance civic purpose to the greater good; however, Peter was NOT 

commissioned to run for Mayor of Jerusalem, nor was Paul’s Roman citizenship 

prized as an advantage.  Indeed, Paul had the right to appeal his case to Caesar – 

which he did – ultimately spelling his demise to the glory of God while those of 

“Caesar’s household” were brought under the sound of the gospel.   

 

The citizenship of the believer is not of this world – this earthly clod…you may 

earnestly contend to reverse the indiscretions which abound on every 

side…however, the inexorable “trend” is ever downward – the Titanic is sinking – 

it is far better to get as many off the ship than to man the bilge pumps…so great is 

the damage!  You may contend it an obligation to “vote your conscience” – that no 



one has the right to decry the “system” if you don’t participate in this manner – 

however, such “civic participation” is NOT the orientation of Scripture and most 

certainly not for those who are “seated in heavenly places in Christ” – for the 

“whole world lies in the hand of the Wicked One!”  You are allowed but a brief 

respite upon this globe – choose wisely and invest in eternity, not barns and bribes 

… for where your treasure is, there will your heart be also!  

 

Tragically, some have given up on the “corruption” within the Church – and there 

is plenty for we are but “saved sinners” – and have abandoned all efforts to engage 

the people of God in the “unity of the faith” and much encouragement…instead 

they have launched themselves into “civic engagement” to “reform society” – i.e., 

to better it…a noble but, nonetheless, exasperating and ultimately a diminished 

prospect compared to the City Whose Builder and Maker is God!  

  

 
 



Perimeter Measurements Ninth Square Only… 

 

 Total Blocks at 26.4’ x 26.4’ = 80 each 

(i.e., 21 + 19 + 21 + 19 = 80 Perimeter Sq. of the Ninth Larger Square) 

80 * 105.6’ (Perimeter of one 26.4’ small block) = 8448 Linear Feet = “24” 

24 = Divine Governance – The Entire Ninth Square is an Expression of  

Divine Governance and this Governance is in Life (8) – by Divine Life 

80 * 26.4’ = 2112 Linear Feet = “6”  

“Divine Governance in Life through Redeemed Humanity” 

In Inches = 2112’ * 12” = 25,344” (Linear/Perimeter of Ninth Square) = “18” 

18 = New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement 

In Inches:  8448’ x 12” = 101,376 Linear Inches = “18” = New Jerusalem Std. 

80 Blocks – Ninth Square 

Surface Area of 80 Blocks or 26.4’ x 26.4’ = 696.96 sq. ft * 80 = 55756.80 sq. ft. = 

5 + 5 + 7 + 5 + 6 + 8 = 36 = the Eternal God also 360° as in a Circle  

So, again:  The Square is the Circle!  

Also:  Composition of 696.96 sf. = 36 itself – and 666 + 99  

(Note:  Drawing out the 666 from 696.96 and the 99 from 696.96) =  

Two Number Sets: 

“666” = The Number of a Man 6 + 6 + 6 = “18” and “99” = 9 + 9 = “18” – 

Therefore “666” under the transformative power of the “manifested” Sun of 

Righteousness (9) is Changed into the New Jerusalem (18) 

In Square Inches the 80 Block Ninth Square… 

696.96 sf. * 144 = 100,362.24 sq. inches = 1 + 3 + 6 + 2 + 2 + 4 = 18  

18 = New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement and 

1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

 

And, yes, we are cognizant that the 80 Perimeter blocks do have another 

measurement wherein the 21 blocks on each of its sides constitutes 21 * 26.4’ = 

554.4’ or 6,652.8” (which is 18—554.4 and 27—6652.8 or 45 – all “9s”).  

Therefore, we can also conclude: 

  

Full Measurements of the 21 x 21 Ninth Square 

554.4’ * 4 (Linear 4-Square) = 2,217.6’ = 18 = the New Jerusalem Standard 

1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

Cubed Linear Measurement: 

2,217.6’ * 3 (12 Edges) = 6,652.8’ = 27 = Messiah Revealed 

2 + 7 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

18 + 27 = 45 = Second Coming of Messiah 

4 + 5 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 



In Inches: 

2,217.6’ * 12” = 26,611.2” = 18 = New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement 

1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

26,611.2” * 3 (Cubed as 12 edges) = 79,833.6” = 36 = the Eternal God 

3 + 6 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

36 + 18 = 54 = 5040 = Optimal Number for Societal Harmony 

THROUGH:  5 + 4 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

 

  
 

The 21 x 21 Platform, the “Red Bands” and the 4 Quadrants/4-Square 



 

The geometry of the 21 x 21 square platform conforms to a “central band” – from 

north to south and from east to west – meeting as perpendicular lines one 26.4’ x 

26.4’ block width (i.e., 26.4’ wide) and, therefore, overlapping at the center (just 

“north” of the centermost or the Throne Room – i.e., “on the sides of the north.” 

 

Thus, there are 441 squares of 26.4’ x 26.4’ with 41 of them constituting the “two 

red bands” which run through the center blocks – these bands being the 11
th

 in a 

row in opposite directions perpendicularly intersecting in the midst of the 21 x 21 

Larger Square just “north” of the Throne Room – one of the 26.4’ x 26.4’ overlaps 

itself in the center of the 21 x 21 small square block platform – this creates four 

separate 10 x 10 small block quadrants. 

 

Each of the four 10 x 10 quadrants has a measurement of 264’ x 264’ (in that there 

are 10 blocks 26.4’ x 26.4’); therefore, each of the quadrants has a perimeter of 

264’ * 4 = 1,056’ and if cubed have a linear 12-edged perimeter of 3168’.  Again, 

this 3168 is the “4-square perimeter” of the New Jerusalem in that 792 (one edge 

of the New Jerusalem, dropping zero, in feet as in 7,920,000 ft./5280’ = 1,500 

miles * 12 edges = 18,000 miles = linear measurement of the New Jerusalem) * 4-

square edges = 3168 (i.e., 12,000 furlongs * 660’ = 7,920,000 Linear Feet * 4 

edges as in “four-square” = 31,680,000 Linear Feet or 3168 dropping zeroes). 

 

So, each of the quadrants of the 21 x 21 is 10 x 10 and when these 10 x 10 

“blocks” are “cubed” (having 12 edges each) is 3168’ as a 12-edged cube.   

 

In inches we find that the 264’ x 264’ quadrant would equal to 3,168” by 3,168” or 

a perimeter in inches for a 10 x 10 block of 3,168” * 4 = 12,672 Linear Inches or 

“18” which is the New Jerusalem Standard as in 1 + 2 + 6 + 7 + 2 = 18.  When 

cubed – in inches – giving us 12 edges of a 10 x 10 block area we would find a 

linear perimeter of a 12-edged cube in inches of 38,016” (for a single 10 x 10 block 

area) or, again, “18” which is the New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement and, 

ipso facto the Sun of Righteousness as seen in 1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness. 

 

One can immediately recognize that the 264’ (one edge of a 10 x 10 quadrant) is 

equal to – in inches – 3,168” which is, again, the “4-square” measurement of the 

New Jerusalem’s 3168.   

 

When all four linear measurements are combined as “4 cubes” – i.e., combining all 

the quadrants or some 48 edges (4 * 12 edged cubes = 48 edges) we arrive at 

additional interest wherein 264’ * 48 = 12,672’ (which is “18” or the New 



Jerusalem Standard of Measurement or 1 + 8 = 9 = the Sun of Righteousness) or, 

in inches, 12,672’ * 12” = 152,064”.  Of course, this 152,064” is equal to “18” 

once again, etc. 

 

Each of the “areas” of these quadrants is all the more fascinating in that (one of six 

faces) 264’ * 264’ = 69,696 sq. ft. or 36 = the Eternal God as in 360° in a circle – 

without beginning or ending; and, of course, 3 + 6 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness. 

 

When all six faces of a 10 x 10 is calculated we discover that 69,696 sq. ft. * 6 = 

418,176 sq. ft. or “27” – Messiah Revealed or 2 + 7 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness. 

 

In acreage the 6-faced 10 x 10 cubed results in 418,176 sq. ft./43,560 sq. ft. = 9.6 

acres or 38.4 acres if all four quadrants combined – both measurements give us 

“15” or the Edge of the New Jerusalem 1,500 miles or 15 = 15.   

 

In inches the area of one quadrant is 69,696 sq. ft. * 144 = 10,036.224 sq. inches or 

“18” which is the New Jerusalem Standard or 1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness.  

When all six faces of a cube are calculated we find that 10,036.224 sq. inches * 6 = 

60,217,344 sq. inches or “27” = Messiah Revealed or 2 + 7 = 9 = Sun of 

Righteousness.  Also, when all four 10 x 10 quadrant areas are combined we find 

that 60,217,334 sq. inches * 4 = 240,869,376 sq. inches = 45 = the Sun of 

Righteousness Arising – Returning and 4 + 5 = 9 = the very Sun of Righteousness. 

 

Insofar as cubic measurements concern on the 10 x 10 blocks…we find the 

following: 

 

Cubic Measurements of the 10 x 10 Blocks 

264’ x 264’ x 264’ = 18,399,744 Cubic Feet = 45 

45 = Second Coming of Messiah and 4 + 5 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

But as Messiah Returns – it is not for Himself but for us all… 

18,399,744 Cubic Feet * 4 (all 4 quadrants) = 73,598,976 Cubic Feet = 54 

54 = 5040 = Optimal Number of Societal Harmony and… 

5 + 4 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

45 + 54 = 99 = Sun of Righteousness Amplified and 

9 + 9 = 18 = New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement 

In Inches: 

18,399,744 Cubic Feet * 1728 cu. in. = 31,794,757,632 cu. in. = 54 

54 = 5040 = Optimal Number of Societal Harmony and… 

5 + 4 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 



31,794,757,632 cu. in. * 4 (all four 

quadrants) = 127,179,030,528 cubic 

inches = 45 = the Sun of 

Righteousness Arising = 4 + 5 = 9 = 

Sun of Righteousness 

45 + 54 = 99 = Sun of Righteousness 

Amplified and 

9 + 9 = 18 = New Jerusalem 

Standard of Measurement 

 

The 21 x 21 Strips vs. 21 Strips of 

the Number of the World Soul 

 

In John Michell’s quest for the 

“number of the world soul” 

(Dimensions of Paradise, pp. pp 

179-93) he wavers between an 

aggregate sum of 114,048 and 

108,864.   

 

Again, philosophers affirm that 

discovery of this aggregate number 

set would have immensely 

affirmative implications upon 

society. 

 

His hypothesis that 114,048 was 

intended to be that aggregate sum of 

numbers which constitute the world 

soul would necessitate a geometrical 

diagram which could illustrate the 

Creator’s subsequent dealings with 

the “Soul material.” 

 

Michell conjectures that the Creator 

had sufficiently used up “all the 

mixture by removing the various 

portions of it” and was subsequently 

left “with a strip of material” of a 



certain length, breadth and non-consequential depth.   

 

The strip was sliced in two – each strip side by side constituted two rows of blocks 

which were 72 x 72 with 11 such blocks in each row of 11 x 72 = 792 (length) and 

a full width of 72 * 2 = 144.  These two dimensions when multiplied 

together…144 * 792 = 114,048.  (Note;  The original strip was constituted as 22 

blocks that were 72 x 72 each sliced into two strips making them 11 each and laid 

across perpendicularly across each other.) 

 

The ratio between the 144 (each Michell block) and 792 (length of one 11-block 

strip) would be 2:11 or 5.5 – just as “the sum of the original seven terms in the 

world soul (20,736) and the supposed aggregate number of all the terms (114,048)” 

i.e., 114,048/20,736 = 5.5 - (Ibid, p. 190) 

 

What Michell then does is to take the two 72 x 72, 11 blocks each and crisscross 

them whereby as they overlap the block in the middle (72 x 72 = 5,184) is 

eliminated with its 5,184 area counted only once, leaving 20 blocks exposed (5 

each going north, east, south and west) and an “exposed area” as follows:  114,048 

– 5,184 = 108,864.  This means that instead of 22 blocks Michell is down to 21 

blocks – a most intriguing association with the Sun-Star & Cross’s 21! 

 

He then takes the two strips now crisscrossed and bends them upwards creating 

several circles which are joined to each other at the top – “they appear from above 

to retain the form of a cross (shaded – see above illustration) and to occupy an area 

equal to six of the original” 72 x 72 world soul squares (or 31,104) with the side of 

the square containing the apparent cross measurement newly-formed square of 252 

on each of its four sides (shaded area).   

 

Therefore, the full length of each of the strips is 792 less 252 (for the interior 

square so created – shaded area) = 540/2 (either side of shaded area) = 270 on 

either side – so that from left to right:  270 + 252 (shaded area) + 270 = 792 with a 

width throughout each strip of 72.  The “252” shaded square is broken up into the 

overlapping middle square of 72 x 72 and on either side 1.25 squares or 72 + 18 = 

90 on either side of the 72 x 72 central square or the shaded area consisting of 90 + 

72 + 90 = 252 or in percentages each strip is broken down as:  34.1% (270) + 

31.82% (252) + 34.1% (270) = 100.02% = 792. 

 

Michell’s geometrical diagram in determining the aggregate sum of the world soul 

is a magnanimous approach to a very Platonic endeavor in the use of number to 

calculate the “numerical matrix” of number sets comprising what philosophers 



have termed the “world soul.”  For nearly the past 3,000 years of human history – 

finding the right combination of number sets and ipso facto their aggregate 

total/sum - would result in a plethora of societal applications resulting in peace, 

justice and societal equilibrium (no small fete).  Most number sets have been 

eliminated – leaving this aforementioned “strip” as the supreme remainder of 

number sets adding up to the prized “aggregate sum of the world soul.”  (Note:  

Michell presupposed that either 114,048 or 108,864 are intimately engaged in the 

prospect in becoming the “Sum or Aggregate Number of the World Soul.” 

 

The remarkable resemblance between Michell’s strips and the 21 x 21 strips is 

inadvertent; however, their proportionate comparisons cannot go unnoticed.  When 

the 21 blocks are positioned perpendicularly (which they automatically are) the 

four quadrants which are created are (at least in squares) doubled by the 21 x 21 

strips – i.e., instead of 5 x 5 quadrants of 360 x 360 (in Michell’s example) we 

have four each 10 x 10 quadrants with dimensions of 264 x 264 or 118,800 vs. 

Michell’s 129,600 (72 * 5 = 360 x 360 = 129,600) or 18 (118,800 – Sun-Star-

Cross) and 18 (129,600) (by digits) or all four quadrants at 518,400 vs. 475,200 or 

18 and 18 = 36 – in either case the digit answers ultimately tally to “9” as in 1 + 8 

= 9 and 3 + 6 = 9…giving rise to certain comparisons connoting the Sun of 

Righteousness and the Sun of Righteousness engagement with both configurations. 

 

 



 

The Mazzaroth/Zodiac are seen in the Difference of Michell’s 5x5 Quadrant 

and the Sun-Star-Cross’ 10x10 Quadrant… 

 

Astonishingly, the difference between Michell’s 5x5 block quadrant of 129,600 

and that of the Sun-Star-Cross’ 10x10 block quadrant of 118,800 is 10,800 or “18” 

which is the cardinal measurement of the New Jerusalem Standard or 1 + 8 = 9 = 

Sun of Righteousness. 

 

Likewise, considering the differences of all 4 quadrants: 518,400 (Michell’s four 

quadrants) vs. 475,200 (Sun-Star-Cross’ four quadrants) = 43,200 or 4 + 3 + 2 = 9 

= Sun of Righteousness.  Now, if each quadrant were cubed:   

 

Michell’s Quadrants 

518,400 (one face of four quadrants) * 6 = 3,110,400 

Minus the Sun-Star-Cross quadrants… 

475,200 (one face of four quadrants) * 6 = 2,851,200; therefore:   

3,110,400 less 2,851,200 = 259,200. 

 

To our amazement this “difference” in cubing the four quadrants of Michell and 

that of the Sun-Star-Cross results in 2592 (dropping zero) which is a fractal of the 

25,920 Great Precessional Cycle of the Mazzaroth/Zodiac – absolutely 

astonishing! 

  

One must populate the query:  Are Michell’s 11 x 11 (21 when overlapped) strips 

juxtaposed to the Sun-Star-Cross’ 21 x 21 (41 when overlapped) strips so closely 

related that the “heavens declare their glory?”  For when these two sets of strips are 

so crossed, their “numeric difference” within their quadrants (when cubed) produce 

the length in years of the Great Precessional – the Mazzaroth/Zodiac! 

 

If the 21 x 21 strips could influence the determination of the sum of the world soul 

– that discovery would be altogether remarkable.  How Michelle goes about this 

task and determining sundry associations with the 21 x 21 deserves closer 

observation – that’s all we’re saying here – it is, however, most intriguing. 

 

For example the two strips of 21 x 21 have a central overlap block of 26.4’ x 26.4’ 

– whereas Michell’s strips have an overlap block that is 72 x 72 or 696.96 (Sun-

Star-Cross) vs. 5,184 (World Soul Strip) or 5184.00 minus 696.96 = 4,487.04 or 

“27” (difference) which is Messiah Revealed or 2 + 7 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

– most fascinating! 



 

If Michell’s illustration were in feet (i.e., 72’ x 72’ per block) juxtaposed to the 21 

x 21 blocks at 26.4’ x 26.4’ – then instead of two strips of 72’ (wide) x 792’ 

(length) we would be viewing 21 * 26.4’ = 554.4’ (length of 21 blocks) by 26.4’ 

wide = 14,636.16 sq. feet * 2 (two strips of 21) = 29,272.32 sq. ft. less one 

overlapped block of 26.4’ x 26.4’ of 696.96 sq., feet = 28,575.36 sq. feet (Sun-

Star-Cross’ strips) vs. 72’ * 792 = 57,024 * 2 = 114,048 less one 72’ x 72’ block 

(overlapped) = 5,184 = 108,864 sq. feet.   

 

Therefore:  The difference between the flat areas of the strips is as follows 

(whether in feet or otherwise): 

 

Michell’s 

114,048 and 108,864 

Sun-Star-Cross 

29,272.32 sq. ft. and 28,575.36 sq. ft. 

114,048 – 29,272.32 = 84,775.68 = “45” 

45 = Arising of the Sun of Righteousness 

4 + 5 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

OR 

108,864 – 28,575.36 = 80,288.64 = “36” 

36 = the Eternal God 

3 + 6 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

OR 

45 + 36 = 81 

81 = the 81 Dots of the Sun-Star of Peru 

8 + 1 = 9 and 9 * 9 = 81 = 9 (as in 8 + 1 = 9) = Sun of Righteousness 

 

However, if we calculated in proportion the percentage of the 21 x 21 strip to that 

of the 11 x 11 of Michell we would see the following: 

 

11 x 11 Strips (Each Strip 72 x 792) 

34.09% (270) + 31.82% (252 – Central Square) + 34.09% (270) = 100% or 792 

21 x 21 Strips (Each Strip 26.4 x 554.4)  

34.09% (189) + 31.82% (176.4) + 34.09% (189) = 100% or 554.4 

 

In terms of “digits” we have: 

 

11 x 11 Strips 

9 (270) + 9 (252) + 9 (270) = 27 



21 x 21 Strips 

18 (189) + 18 (176.4) + 18 (189) = 54 

Or in the case of “18”…1 + 8 = 9…so 

9 + 9 + 9 = 27 

27 + 27 = 54 

or 

27 + 54 = 81 = 8 + 1 = 9 or 9 * 9 = 81 = 9 (as in 8 + 1 = 9) 

 

Proportionately, the distribution of the material of the world soul shaped into a 

strip comprised of twenty two squares (i.e., 11 and 11 each being 72x72 or 5184 

per square block) has an uncanny resemblance to the Sun-Star & Cross of forty-

two squares (i.e., 21 x 21 each being 26.4 x 26.4 or 554.4 or 5184 vs. 5544 with a 

“digit difference” of 360 or 3 + 6 = 9).  360 – a most symbolic number for the 

Eternal God and 360° of a circle, as well as the very Sun of Righteousness (9). 

 

The square (shaded area) of Michell’s strips creating a circle as their ends are 

turned up is 252 x 252 or a perimeter to match that of the New Jerusalem’s 

Standard of Measurement (18) as in 252 * 4 = 1008; whereas, the 21 x 21 Sun-

Star-Cross’s proportionate square creates a perimeter of 176.4 * 4 = 705.6 which 

mirrors that of the Great Pyramid of Giza’s base measurement of 756 if zero is 

removed from 705.6 = 756 – and is also “18” as in 7 + 5 + 6 = 18 or 1 + 8 = 9 = 

Sun of Righteousness. 

 

Also, if this “new square” is cubed using Michell’s example we find 1008 * 3 (for 

12 edges of the newly-created “central square of the strips” = 3024 and that of the 

21 x 21 Sun-Star-Cross to be 705.6 * 3 = 2,116.8.  Interestingly enough, Michell’s 

3024 is now equal to the four-base perimeter of the Great Pyramid of Giza (3024’).  

Uncanny, isn’t it that both Michell’s strips and those of the Peruvian Sun-Star-

Cross hearken back to the prime measurements of the Great Pyramid of Giza (i.e., 

756 and 3024)? 

 

A Closer Look at Michell’s 114,048 as the Sum/Aggregate Number of the 

World Soul (some review)… 

 

Insofar as comparing the 114,048 less 5,184 equal to 108,864 with the Sun-Star-

Cross…we have 696.96 (one 26.4 x 26.4 small square) * 42 (two strips) = 

29,272.32 less 696.96 (area of overlap) is equal to 28,575.36. 

 

In digits we see the two “suspected aggregate numbers of the world soul” to equal 

18 (114048) and 27 (108864) – although the 108864 is unique in that it also makes 



a glaring statement that it is “18” (as in 108 – the New Jerusalem Standard of 

Measurement) and the Sun’s diameter of 864 (as in 864,000 miles).  The 21 x 21 

strips:  27 (29,272.32) and 36 (28,575.36 – having the 696.96 overlap square 

removed). 

 

When Michell’s “differentials” are summed they come to 18 + 27 = 45 and those 

of the Sun-Star-Cross sum to 27 + 36 = 63.  In both cases they arrive at 4 + 5 = 9 

and 6 + 3 = 9 with the Sun of Righteousness (9) brilliantly shining through both.  

However, it is when both are summed together that a most unusual summation is 

created:  45 (Michell’s Strips) + 63 (Sun-Star Illustration Strips) = 108 or 18 New 

Jerusalem Standard of Measurement and 1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness. 

 

Michell makes his 792 a “reflection of the Earth” (whose diameter is 7920 miles) 

and his “central square” equal to “252” as Earth’s diameter (which hearkens to the 

measurement of the Sacred Cubit’s 25.20” or 2.1’); therefore, the circumference of 

this newly-created object (the circle in the square) would be 252 * 3.14181818 

(864/275) = 792 (rounded to nearest tenth from 791.73818…) which in turn is the 

reflection, again, of Earth’s diameter of 7920 miles (now appearing as the 

circumference of his 252 diameter). 

 

The 21 x 21 has a length of 554.4’ (26.4’ * 21 = 554.4’) juxtaposed to its “central 

square diameter” of 176.4’ which is proportionately 31.82% of 554.4’.  Securing 

the circumference of the Sun-Star-Cross we would do the following:  176.4 * 

3.14285714 (22/7 as π) = 554.4 – which circumference is the length of the 21 

blocks, as is Michell’s circumference of 792 is the length of his 792 strip/11 

blocks. 

 

In both cases the circumference of Michell’s strip in digits totals 792 = 7 + 9 + 2 = 

18 = 1 + 8 = 9 and that of the 21 x 21 circumference is 554.4 or 5 + 5 + 4 + 4 = 18 

= 1 + 8 = 9.  Again, both reflect the Sun of Righteousness and adhere to the New 

Jerusalem Standard of Measurement (18). 

 

The differences between the diameters of Michell’s 252 and the Sun-Star-Cross’ 

176.4 is 75.6 which is 7 + 5 + 6 = 18 or 756 is the base of the Great Pyramid of 

Giza (which itself is a reflection of the New Jerusalem as we pointed out in other 

portions of this series).  Likewise, the difference between the circumferences 

created by Michell of 792 less the diameter of the 21 x 21 Strip of the Sun-Star-

Cross based on the 176.4 * 22/7 (Pi) = 554.4 is as follows:  792 – 554.4 = 237.6 = 

2 + 3 + 7 + 6 = 18 or 1 + 8 = 9 or 18 = New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement 

and 1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness. 



 

In deference to Michell’s 114,048 less 5184 giving us 108,864 (giving us the 

profound suspicion that the Aggregate Number of the World Soul (i.e., Sum) is 

both a reflection of the New Jerusalem (108 = 18) and of the Sun of Righteousness 

(864,000 miles the diameter of the Sun or 864) and, of course, both 18 (1 + 8 = 9) 

and ultimately 864 as 8 + 6 + 4 = 18 = 1 + 8 = 9 express the Sun of Righteousness. 

 

But to be fair – Michell’s 114,048 has within it the exquisite measurements of the 

Sun of Righteousness, as is – how?  In the third part (C) in our series on the Sun-

Star and Cross of Peru we produced upon the Sun-Star’s 144 square platform the 

following illustration with its EIGHT primary colors and EIGHT planets 

surrounding the sun – the NINTH RAY, the Sun of Righteousness… 

 

 
 

We then concluded the following calculations associated with these NINE 4 x 4 

small blocks… 

 

26.4’ * 4 = 105.6’ (diameter of one of the eight small circles/planets) 

 

105.6’ * 8 such diameters = 844.8’ = “24” Divine Governance 

 



844.8’ + 105.6’ Ninth Ray (Sun of Righteousness) = 950.4’ = 18 New Jerusalem 

and…… 

 

(1) All 9 diameters (not until the Ninth Ray is added) sum to 950.4’ = 954 

(2) 954 – 90 = 864 (Diameter of the Sun when the Ninth Ray “9” is 

subtracted there from) 

(3) The Earth’s Diameter is 7,920 miles * 12 = 95,040 miles or 954 

(4) One edge of the New Jerusalem is 7,920,000’ * 12 edges = 95,040,000’ 

or 954 

(5) 95,040,000 miles from Earth to Sun at Apogee 

(6) 756 Feet is one Edge of the Great Pyramid of Giza 

(7) 756 Feet = Base of GPG * 2 = 1512’ * 6 (12 Edges of Cubed) = 9,072’ * 

12” = 108,864 

(8) 108 + 864 = 972 

(9) Diagonally the 144 squares extend 12 squares * 37.224’ = 446.688 

Linear Feet * 2 (Crisscrossing the entire 12 x 12 area – Largest of the Six 

Squares) = 893.376 Linear Feet – both products equal to “36” digits or 3 

+ 6 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness. 

 

Furthermore – and again in difference to Michell’s 114048 we discover the 

following:  Each of the 9 block circle diameters that can be designed within the 12 

x 12 or 144 small square block platform is equal to 26.4’ * 4 = 105.6’ * 12” = 

1,267.2 Linear inches * 9 Blocks/Circles = 11404.8” or 114048 equal to the 22 

strips (pair of 11 each crossing over perpendicular to each other and, therefore, 

coming up with 21 full small blocks of 5184 each or 72 x 72 = 5184; therefore, by 

“sacrificing” one 72 x 72 block there are 21 remaining blocks whereby we secure 

the 108,864 number set or 114048 less 5184 = 108864. 

 

Michell’s 252 interior diameter is also extenuated in the 21 x 21 design whereby 

we immediately see in the “21” the possibility of 2.1 Linear Feet which is the 

number of feet found in the 25.20” Sacred Cubit – i.e., 25.20”/12” (one foot) = 2.1 

Linear Feet or 2.1’. 

 

Now, taking the 21 x 21 and multiplying it we arrive at:  21 * 21 = 441 “sq” or 4 + 

4 + 1 = 9 =Sun of Righteousness.  Of course, the reverse of 441 is 144 =- which is 

the Wall of the New Jerusalem.  Likewise, if we were to take the “21” and 

recognize it as 2.1’ x 2.1’ we would arrive at 4.41 sq. feet or in inches:  4.41 sq. 

feet * 144 = 635.04 sq. inches (which is also 18 = 1 + 8 = 9, as does 4 + 4 + 1 = 9 

and both equaling to the Sun of Righteousness). 

 



What is somewhat incredible in reference to the “21” is its cube and cubic 

measurements: 

 

441 (i.e., 21 x 21 = 441) * 6 (faces of a cube as in the NJ) = 2646 

2646 = 18 = 1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness (the entire 21 x 21) 

And 

4.41 sq. ft. * 6 (faces of a cube as in the NJ) = 26.46 sq. ft. - 18 

And 

635.04 sq. inches * 6 (faces of a cube as in the NJ) =  

3,810.24 sq. inches (area) = 18 

And 

21 x 21 x 21 = 9261 or “18” = New Jerusalem = 1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

2.1’ * 2.1’ * 2.1’ = 9.261 Cubic Feet = “18” = 1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

9.261 Cubic Feet * 1728 (cubic inches in one cubic ft.) = 16,003.008 Cubic Inches 

1 + 6 + 3 + 8 = 18 = New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement and  

1 + 8 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

 

If the “21” were converted into the 2.1’ of the Sacred Cubit and we multiplied the 

2.1’ as 25.20” * 21 (such blocks) = 529.2” or, again, “18”, etc.  Also, the “area” of 

the 21 x 21 when converting in this manner we have:  529.2” * 529.2” = 

280,052.64 sq. inches (one face as “27”) * 6 (faces of a cube) = 1,680,315.84 sq. 

inches or “36” = the Eternal God as in 360° in a circle or 3 + 6 = 9 = the Sun of 

Righteousness.   

 

The length of the diagonal for the 21 x 21 block area must be calculated by taking 

21 * 26.4’ = 554.4’ by 554.4’ or…x times the sq. root of 2 or 781.704’ (Note:  

“27” as in Messiah Revealed or 2 + 7 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness.) 

 

 
 

Since the diagonal is “crisscrossed” meeting at the center as perpendicular lines 

and forming 4 sets of 90° angles we would have:  781.704’ * 2 = 1,563.408’ = 27 = 

Messiah Revealed and 2 + 7 = 9 =Sun of Righteousness. 

 

If the 21 x 21 small 26.4’ by 26.4’ blocks had their diagonals cubed (6 faces) – 

then we would have 1,563.408’ * 6 = 9,380.448’ = 36 = 360° = the Eternal God 



without Beginning or Ending as in a Circle and 3 + 6 = 9 = the Sun of 

Righteousness.  In inches we would have 9,380.448’ * 12 = 112,565.376 Linear 

Inches or 36, etc. 

 

The final accommodation of Michell’s 114,048 is, naturally, the “as is” or very 

“composition” of his number set:  114,048 can be viewed as 1...144…8 or the Wall 

of the New Jerusalem’s 144 surrounded by the “18” of New Jerusalem Standard of 

Measurement and then the 1 + 8 = 9 = the Sun of Righteousness.  Keep viewing                   

the number set and it leaps out at you! 

 

In summation, the difference between these two postulations (Michell’s 2 strips of 

11 blocks each overlapped to 21 and the 2 strips of 21 blocks each overlapped to 

41 of the Sun-Star & Cross) brings us front and center to the New Jerusalem and to 

the Sun of Righteousness – a fairly noteworthy accomplishment between Michell’s 

efforts to arrive at a geometrical diagram commensurate with attempting to arrive 

at the aggregate number of the world soul and the Sun-Star-Cross of Peru and her 

accomplishments which when compared to that of the World Soul’s efforts 

continue to reverberate the expressions of the New Jerusalem and that of the Sun 

of Righteousness!  

 

It is most accommodating that the Sun-Star-Cross and her “strips” when 

“integrated” with the remaining strips of the World Soul, do so with great ease and 

compatibility – as if the 11 x 11 and the 21 x 21 were somehow met for each other. 

 

The Sun-Cross – and “Healing in His Wings” 

 

I will entitle the “Palpa Cross” as the “Sun-Cross” only as a descriptive tool – it, 

however, is NOT to be confused with any other such “crosses” – although I have 

shown its possible association – it, nevertheless, “stands on its own” unique 

attachment to the spectacular dimensions of the Peruvian Sun-Star “herself.”   

 

The glaring fact that the extension of “Larger Squares” intersects as the Eighth 

Larger Square at the center of the Sun-Cross is evidence enough of its association 

with the Sun-Star (8 – the day of the Resurrection – the Cross begat LIFE) – let 

alone its immediate proximity via its second circle to the Sixth Square from the 

center of the Sun-Star herself…as well as the four distinct lines coming out from 

the Sun-Star creating both the Cross, as well as the incredible crisscrossing of the 

two lines coming out from the Fourth Larger Square’s crisscrossed corner (the one 

line extending straight into the center of the Sun-Cross and the other crisscrossing 



its compatriot line at the center as well and extending the same distance some 52.8’ 

opposite from where it commenced). 

 

 
 

These two lines have been observed by some as the “wings of the cross” – i.e., 

“Sun of Righteousness shall arise with healing in His wings….” (Malachi 4:2).  All 

the more fascination that the “wing line” which does the crisscrossing in the midst 

of the Cross arrives at a 37.5° angle – i.e., its trajectory between the vertical and 

horizontal quadrant of the Cross occupies 37.5% of the area between the vertical 

and horizontal portions of the Cross that meet perpendicularly (i.e., the vertical line 

from the Largest Rhombus of the Sun-Star intersects the horizontal line coming in 

at a 45° angle from the corner of the 12 x 12 Larger Square at its very corner.   

 

This means that the straight line of the two “wing lines” coming from the corner of 

the 6 x 6 crisscross Larger Square (the wing line which does not crisscross) 

intersects the 90° angle formed by the vertical and horizontal lines of the cross – 

i.e., it appears to arrive at the center of the Cross precisely at a 45° angle…which 

in turn provides a most unusual “set of wing angles” whose sums of 37.5° (the line 
which crisscrosses in the center of the Cross) + 45° (the straight wing and remains 

stationery…not doing the crisscrossing) are equal to 82.5° (i.e., 8 + 2 + 5 = 15) and 

creates a similar fete on the opposite side of the Cross for another “15” or 15 + 15 

= 30.   

 

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Malachi%204:2&version=NKJV


The “30” arriving at the heart of the cross is the age of Messiah at the 

commencement of His ministry, whereas the 6…33…6 (i.e., 633.5 inches) 

measurement of the diameter of the Inner Circle of the Cross is His age (“33”) at 

crucifixion.  “But not for Himself” (Daniel 9:26) in that the wings of the Sun of 

Righteousness which are arising on the “Great Day of God” (i.e., the Latter Days) 

have created (if enclosed on either side of the Cross) six separate triangles (three 

on either side of the Cross) for a total of 540° on one side of the Cross and 540° on 

the other side of the Cross for a total of 1080° or “18” – the Standard of the New 

Jerusalem; therefore, Messiah (“30” and “33”)  at the Cross gave Himself a 

“ransom for many” – for the New Jerusalem (18) – His wings bear healing for the 

New Jerusalem and for all humanity – bring peace and harmony (54) to all society! 

    

I realize that visualizing all these intricacies is baffling – difficult to follow – 

however, follow we must to unravel the mysteries of this, the most dynamic 

geometric Geoglyph known to man and occupying such an extensive area of some 

7.056 acres or 554.4’ by 554.4’ – a massive area (nigh twice the length of an 

American football field and nearly three times its width)! 

 

Great Pyramid of Giza & 21x21 Sun-Star-Cross Cubed Combined 

 

Again, this 7.056 acres bears witness to the base of the Great Pyramid of Giza’s 

756 Linear Feet.  The GPG’s acreage is 756’ * 756’ = 571,536 sq. ft./43,560 = 

13.120661157092479 acres.  Interestingly enough, when both the 21 x 21 and the 

GPG base are cubed we have: 

 

7.056 acres (Sun-Star-Cross 21 x 21 Base) * 6 = 42.336 Acres (Cubed 21x21 Ninth 

Square of Sun-Star-Cross) 

13.120661157092479 acres (GPG base) * 6 = 78.72396694214876 Acres (Cubed 

GPG) 

Rounding the GPG’s to the nearest 1,000ths we have:  78.724 acres 

Herein is Wisdom– for…when “rounding down to the nearest acre”… 

42 (Sun Star-Cross) + 78 (Great Pyramid of Giza) = 120 Acres…or 

78 less 42 = 36 Acres and 3 + 6 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness and  

the Eternal God (36) 

120 * 36 = 4,320 = 4 + 3 + 2 = 9 = Sun of Righteousness 

 

Also, duly noted, 554.4’ is what percent of an Imperial Mile’s 5,280 linear feet; to 

wit:  11.025% (about a tenth of a mile) but, most interesting – 1 +1 + 2 + 5 = 9 and 

“9” is the very numeric symbol of the Sun of Righteousness – meaning that in 

viewing one edge of the entire “Sun-Cross/Sun-Star Complex” one is immediately 

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Daniel%209:26&version=NKJV


confronted that the 21 Blocks (i.e., 26.4’ x 21 = 554.4’ or 11.025% of a mile) 

results in a “9” (1 + 1 + 2 + 5 = 9).  Therefore, the Sun of Righteousness is seen in 

this “9” and that if this “9” (one edge) were “cubed” as is the New Jerusalem or, if 

you would, multiplied by 12 (for there are 12 edges in a “square cube”) then we 

would have the following: 

 

9 * 12 = 108 = “18” = the New Jerusalem Standard of Measurement 

The New Jerusalem has 12 Edges = 18,000 miles or “18” 

18 = 18 or 554.4’ = 18 and 554.4’ is 11.025% of 5,280’ & 11.025 = 9 * 12 edges 

of a cubed “Complex” = 108 = 18 – it’s inescapable 

 

What you see in the Entire “Sun-Star-Cross Complex” is the New Jerusalem! 

 

As previously stated – the Ninth (and the Largest of all the Larger Squares) – 

encompassing all the other squares as well as all of the Eight Circles (as well as the 

Ninth Circle inside this Ninth Square) and the other 8 Rhombi and 8 Squares can 

be illustrated hereunder.  (Please Note:  The circle is actually a true circle but like 

the earth the “polar caps” are flatter than its equator – please see next graphic.) 

 

 



 

Now, taking a much closer look at the Sun-Cross and its attachment to the Sun-Star 

we discover some amazing calculations of spiritual significance – for if this entire 

“complex” be happenstance and naught but an expression of pagan folly – I, for 

one, after reviewing these calculations simply cannot bring myself to such a 

ludicrous conclusion or even theory.   

 

“Nonsense” or “Inspiration”– the Sun-Star and Cross of Peru? 

 

Again, I – and every archaeologist, anthropologist and mathematician (believer or 

skeptic) has absolutely no idea “who done it” – other than the blatant fact that its 

message etched upon this forsaken plateau of obscurity is so incredibly different 

from all the other mishmash of creatures, critters and creeping things found among 

the Nazca/Palpa Lines that we simply cannot ignore the profundity of its 

communication! 

 

In our research we have found that such a geometric Geoglyph of this stature 

simply does not exist elsewhere on the globe – NOT EVEN CLOSE!  Its antiquity 

is most certainly unique, unless you conclude that Stonehenge may compete with 

its geometric complexities; and, of course, that of the Great Pyramid of Giza…yet, 

what you see in the Sun-Star and Cross is entirely unique and altogether so 

complex in its geometry it is simply incomparable.   

 

No wonder then that researchers such as Gilbert de Jong are both mesmerized and 

mystified by this Geoglyph of all Geoglyph…they do not view this as “nonsense” 

– but, as we, attribute it to at least some form of supernatural inspiration.  Why is it 

that the “children of this world are wiser than the children of light?”  For…    

 

“Gilbert de Jong actually visited and meticulously surveyed Nazca, measuring and 

plotting the features with GPS. He was especially interested in the so-called 

mandala figure [i.e., the Sun-Star and Cross, my remark]. This figure, a huge circle 

inside of a square, appeared to remind him of a zodiac map. This was further 

supported by the image if a snake-like creature, positioned at one point where de 

Jong expected to find the symbol for Aries.  The absence of any other zodiac signs 

is puzzling. Also, no one has yet figured out the significance of the many holes 

and pits that are an integral part of the structure. (My note:  The spurious 

“snake” in the Sun-Star is just that – a quantum conjecture of dubious interest.)  

Gilbert de Jong believes that the interpretation of the many other animal figures is 

likely to be different representations for constellations by an ancient culture. 

 



“I believe that this is a very significant find, HOW could such a primitive culture 

create such [a] highly intelligent design? The Mathematical precision is flawless. 

You can only see this from the sky HOW WAS [sic. WERE] THEY DOING 

THIS? Could this be Alien intervention? I think so. (Nazca Lines – Earth Search – 

An Awakening Community).   

 

Yes, “puzzling” – and what are these many holes, these “dots” in the ground?  

Indeed, the Sun-Star has no intention of providing acclamation to the so-called 

signs of the Zodiac when the Sun of Righteousness abides her sole approbation.  

“The Mathematical precision is flawless….”  The world’s view of this marvelous 

reflection of the New Jerusalem is admirable – yet their conclusions are pointless 

and preposterous.  Friends, this “highly intelligent design” is not the work of aliens 

but inspired, I affirm, by the Spirit of God to be revealed at the end of this age! 

 

It is not a matter of sanctimonious arrogance that we have concluded these 

discoveries to be wholly given over to the measurements of the New Jerusalem and 

validated by metrologies of the Great Pyramid of Giza – this is not happenstance – 

nor is it extraterrestrial – for the Creator has left an indelible imprint upon His 

Earth to signify His purpose for humankind.   

 

Those who hail from the “Church of the Immaculate Perception” deem these 

extrapolations naught but New-Age trickery.  Frankly, if they have not read the 

entire series they are committing academic stupidity and no not the Sacred Texts 

which acclaim these metrologies.  Is it not that the Bereans “searched the 

Scripture” whether these things be so – one has at least this condescension before 

throwing New-Age stones at this author! 

 

The peculiar, yet spiritually obvious, attachment of the Cross with its wings, 

providing healing to a hurting and diseased world wherein man’s inhumanity to 

man will have reached its horrid apex, will at long last provide the Earth a new 

birth wherein Divine Governance will be the rule of the day – bringing in Optimal 

Harmony for all humankind through the Sun of Righteousness…society will enjoy 

the rule and reign of the Son of David from His throne.  Those who cry out against 

social injustice shall rejoice that discrimination and inequities – from economic to 

social orders – will be righteously remediated by Divine Rule.  Earthly utopia will 

have arrived – the “lion will lie down with the lamb” and sorrow shall flee away. 

 

Simultaneous with this righteous manifestation of governance will be the 

commencement of the Marriage Feast of the Lamb – the Bride – the New 

Jerusalem, that Holy City – will manifest herself before all as the Lamb’s Wife.  

http://earth-search.net/nazca_lines.html#/
http://earth-search.net/index.html
http://earth-search.net/index.html


 

This will have both a celestial and terrestrial reality…for the whole Earth.  At   

present – and to some degree as de Jong and von Däniken…we “see through a 

glass darkly” and we “prophecy in part” – but when that which is perfect is come 

then we shall know as now we are known of God . . .    
 

Gilbert de Jong, along with Erich von Däniken’s photos and impressions, derived 

these images of the Sun-Star (below)…de Jong claims that von Däniken most 

likely prejudiced his photos with certain highlights and that he, de Jong, 

unfortunately viewed via GPS far too often this “celestial scene” through the 

clouds, the fog and was not able to corroborate everything as it should have been.  

Notwithstanding, one can readily see the images of the Sun-Star coming evermore 

into view. 

 

 

http://miscellaneous-pics.blogspot.com/2010/08/nazca-lines-geoglyphs.html


Please realize that the possibility that there is an additional circle or set of circles to 

the other side of the Sun-Star-Cross is a most remote prospect and dubious at best 

– it serves little purpose to the overall schematic of the Sun-Star-Cross. 

 

Likewise, in our series we have discussed certain dimensions which “apparently” 

do not overtly appear on the 21 x 21 extensions of the Sun-Star-Cross platform; 

however, mathematically, they perfectly fit and there is ample evidence that their 

presence was well-established in the original design of these two objects and their 

proximities. 

 

Finally, as you view de Jong’s efforts – which are admirable – even he inserts a 

caveat in his work relative to Aries and the appearance of the Snake/constellation 

as contrived (and I purposefully use this term) by Erich von Däniken as in: 

 

“Mark of Aries – only visible on photographs von Däniken’s and on my partial 

photography…I know von Däniken manipulates photographs – I am quite sure that 

the figures that can be seen are original.” (See de Jong’s comments in his graphic.) 

 

Again – the additional and most extraneous circle matching that of the Cross is 

simply superfluous and non-imaginable.  Unfortunately, not only did de Jong miss 

the obvious Four Lines forming the Sun-Cross and its “wings” (as you can see in 

his drawings) – his reference to their overt prospect is likewise missing.  How he 

could have missed it has more to do with “revelation” than you think…. 

 

Again, I ask you to observe for yourself the obvious impression of the Sun-Cross 

and the absence of any other replication of its measurement to the right-facing the 

Sun-Star. 

 

On the other hand, Dr. John Michell somehow knew that the platform of the 

original 12 x 12 square (144 squares) which forms the core of the Sun-Star was 

formed on a plain which was much greater than the 12 x 12 squares – indeed, 

Michell in his drawings extends the “checkerboard platform” as far as the eye can 

see, giving ample evidence that a 21 x 21 square platform or 441 squares to match 

the 144 original 12 x 12 platform was probable and originally designed as such. 

 

De Jong’s metric metrologies diminishes the excellence of the ancients in their 

measurements wherein the Imperial configurations are utilized – e.g., Michell’s 

26.4’ x 26.4’ squares are much more impressive, honoring the duodecimal basis 

upon which the Sun-Star-Cross’ dimensions are affirmed juxtaposed to 8.05 meters 

and a wide-variety of less than stellar line measurements “all over the map.” 



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

 



Both de Jong and von Däniken saw the profound mathematical significance of the 

Sun-Star – but as de Jong admits---“through the clouds.”  Others have tried to 

replicate profundities upon the globe but have fallen far short of the Sun-Star’s  

glory – as is the case with this recent Australian rendition below: 

 

 
 

Search the world – search the web – nothing, absolutely nothing compares – all the 

continents of the earth and under the earth (the seas) – none can muster the exotic 

geometric configurations of the Sun-Star and Cross of Peru – none can match her 

magnificence! 

 

I suggest we come out of the clouds and boldly acclaim this jewel of antiquity for 

what it really is:  The absolute reflection of the New Jerusalem – the Cross of 

Messiah – and the Sun of Righteousness Who shall arise with healing in His wings 

in the Latter Days – it is a supremely profound prophetic climax both to warn of 

pending judgment and to comfort the race of man in the triumph of ultimate good 

vs. chaotic evil through Messiah’s deliverance! 

 

Doug Krieger 

doug@the-tribulation-network.com 


